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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE PROBLEM 

A fundamental challenge for modern Battle Management/Command, Control, and Communications 

(BMC3) systems is to withstand attacks against their constituent computer and communication subsystems. 

Measures introduced by System Administrators to safeguard or respond to a "cyber attack" will vary with 

the type of attack, of course, but almost all measures will disrupt the processing flow within the BMC3 

system in some manner. Encryption, for instance, will invariably introduce processing and communication 

delays within the BMC3 system. Re-locating a database server will both introduce delays and interrupt 

processing. Every BMC3 system is in a race against time, and disruptions in its processing flow may very 

well cause the system to lose the race. 

System Administrators disrupt BMC3 processing flows with startling regularity even under benign 

conditions when their systems are not under attack, and the consequences are often dire. Two examples 

from Joint Experiment Force Exercise (JEFX) 2000 illustrate the impact of even "modest" disruption on 

time-critical BMC3 processing. 

In the first example, the Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) at Hurlburt Field was performing 

Time-Critical Targeting with the TCT cell at Nellis AFB. System Administrators at Hurlburt discovered a 

minor configuration problem, and attempted to fix the problem with a system upgrade. The upgrade, 

however, caused a loss of synchronization in the data appearing on the Common Operational Pictures 

(COPs) at Hurlburt and Nellis. With this loss of synchronicity the CAOC at Hurlburt was no longer able to 

see targets nominated for engagement by the TCT cell at Nellis. Confusion quickly settled in: the CAOC 

observed strike aircraft diverted (to engage TCTs) without knowing why. CAOC operators assumed that the 

air plan had gone awry, and suspended missions in order to straighten out the situation. 

The second example involved planned system outage for maintenance at the CAOC. The directors 

for Current Operations and for System Administration agreed to a plan to take the system down a) after 



7PM, and b) after air planners had finished building the strike package. The System Administration staff 

were instructed on the first condition, but not the second. The system was taken down for maintenance at 7 

PM before the air plan was completed, and several hours of data were lost. 

In both cases, the System Administrators did not know that their BMC3 systems were in the midst of 

critical workflows that simply could not be interrupted. This point is vitally important as we look beyond 

the relatively benign conditions in those circumstances to the challenges of responding to cyber attacks. 

System Administrators cannot respond intelligently to a cyber attack if they are unable to anticipate how 

disruptions in the ongoing workflow will affect the mission. 

1.2   RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the EBCOTE project is to develop technology based on advanced, closed-loop, 

optimal control, which will allow a cyber-commander to formulate and select courses of action (COAs) that 

balance security objectives against mission effectiveness. This document reports our progress towards 

developing that technology accomplished under a six-month feasibility study. 

We made an important discovery early in this feasibility study: there is no efficient method to 

determine in real-time how a cyber-COA will impact the ongoing workflow in a BMC3 system.  More to 

the point, it is difficult to determine the mission impact of a disruption in the BMC3 workflow, be it in 

response to a cyber-COA or any other action by System Administrators. 

During our feasibility study, therefore, we set out to develop an efficient method to predict how 

disruptions in the processing flow within a BMC3 system affect mission performance. We developed an 

analysis method based on perturbation analysis. Specifically, we developed a mathematical foundation for 

analyzing perturbations around a nominal BMC3 workflow to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the consequences if we retard the workflow processing within a BMC3 system?; 

2. What are the consequences if we interrupt the workflow processing (i.e., halt the processing 

and restore at a later time)?; and 



3.        What are the consequences if we halt the workflow processing altogether? 

We approximate the nominal workflow processing conducted by a BMC3 system using a Markov 

model, and from there develop important sensitivity metrics from Optimal Control Theory, most notably 

'cost-to-go,' and 'co-state.' 

This Technical Report presents this analysis method. It is organized into five sections, this 

introduction being the first. In the next section we develop a general workflow model to describe 

processing activities within a general BMC3 system. In Section 3 we develop the Markov model 

approximation to describe nominal workflow processing, and derive key sensitivity metrics to measure the 

effects of perturbations around that nominal flow. In Section 4 we present numerical results from the 

analysis of a missile defense BMC3 system. We close this report in Section 5 with directions for future 

research. 



SECTION 2 
MODELLING BMC3 WORKFLOW PROCESSING 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

BMC3 systems typically perform many coordinated activities in order to carry out a mission. For 

instance, if the mission is to prosecute Time-Critical Targets, then the high-level activities might be to 

manage surveillance, nominate targets for prosecution, maintain track and combat ID on nominated targets, 

assign weapons to targets, monitor engagements in progress, and assess the engagement results. People and 

machines perform these activities, each fulfilling specified roles and responsibilities, and all in accordance 

with established rules and procedures. These activities are typically triggered by events external to the 

BMC3 system (e.g., the detection of an enemy vehicle, the arrival of an Alert Order from Higher Authority), 

and culminate in orders and directives issued to external organizations and units. 

The operational aspects of a BMC3 system—the sequence of tasks and who performs them, the 

information flow to support the tasks, and the tracking and reporting mechanisms that measure and control 

them—describe a workflow.   We introduce here important terms from Workflow [1] that we shall use 

throughout this paper: 

• Task: a unit of work that is to be performed (i.e., completed) by the workflow system; also 

known as a work item. A task may represent a specific thing to be accomplished (e.g., add an air 

mission to the Air Tasking Order), or it may represent a collection of things to be accomplished 

(e.g., assemble the Air Tasking Order). For clarity throughout this paper we use 'task' to 

represent the former, and 'mission' to represent the latter. 

• Completion State: a specific and measurable degree of completion of a task. 

• Activity: an action that acts on a task, moving it from one Completion State to another. 

Preferably, the direction of movement is toward a more advanced Completion State. 

• Activity List: specific activities that can work on a Task when it has achieved a specific 

Completion State. 



• Work List: specific Tasks that are awaiting processing by a specific Activity. 

• Potential Work List: Completion States that can be processed by a specific Activity; tasks in the 

activity's Work List occupy those Completion States. 

• Resource: the specific entities that carry out activities. Activities are performed by people and 

by machines in accordance with rules and procedures.  We use the term 'cyber-resource' to refer 

to machines generally. 

• Priority: the value assigned to the completion of a task. 

• Deadline: a desired time for completing a task. A task has a 'hard' deadline if the system 

receives no value if the task is not complete by that time. Similarly, a task has a 'soft' deadline if 

the completion value diminishes for tasks completed past the deadline. 

2.2   WORK COMPLETION: A PROBABILISTIC VIEW 

Let us consider a task that has achieved a specific Completion State at a specific point in time1. The 

question before us is this: what Completion State will that task achieve at a future point in time? Random 

events will affect the processing on this task from this point in time on out, and we cannot predict with 

absolute certainty which Completion State that task will achieve. At best, therefore, we can only anticipate 

that the task has some probability distribution of achieving different completion states at that future point in 

time. 

Let pij_t denote the probability that Task i has achieved Completion State j at time t. Let Pi;t denote 

the probability distribution of Completion States that Task i can occupy at time t: 

1   Time can mean several things here. It can be referenced against an absolute wall clock. This is a convenient reference if the 
BMC3 mission of interest is episodic in nature with many tasks appearing all at once. Responding to a missile attack is one 
such example. Time can also be relative to the time a task enters the system. This is a convenient reference if the BMC3 
mission involves numerous recurring tasks that enter the system at vastly different times. Providing Air-to-Ground support is 
an example of the latter. We derive the equations herein with the first meaning in mind, and observe that only trivial changes 
in notation are needed to accommodate the second meaning. 



Pi,t= 

PiXt 

Pm 

.Put. 

0) 

where J represents the number of distinct Completion States that a task can achieve within the BMC3 

workflow. We call PM the Completion Probability Distribution for Task i. Let ITt denote the joint 

probability distribution of Completion States for all tasks that are within the BMC3 workflow at time t We 

refer to nt as the Workflow Completion Probability Distribution for the BMC3 system. 

Workflow completion rates can be determined using workflow analysis models [2-5], and there are a 

number of simulation tools designed specifically for this purpose [e.g., COSA FlowModeller, Woflan, and 

SES Workbench]. Our intention here is not to propose yet another model for computing workflow 

completion rates. Rather, our objective is to develop useful sensitivity metrics for changes in workflow 

completion rates that have been determined by such a model. For our purpose, then, it is sufficient to 

observe that the Workflow Completion Probability Distribution at a specific time is a function of both the 

Workflow Completion Probability Distribution at a previous time, and the status of the Resources that can 

perform activities on the tasks within the BMC3 system. We express the change in the Workflow 

Completion Probability Distribution over time using the following equation: 

n,+1 = i[ut,Rt] (2) 

where Rt denotes the status of the BMC3 resources (both human and machine) at time t. 

2.3   THE VALUE OF WORK COMPLETED 

Work completed by the BMC3 system provides value to the military mission. We introduce a 

general function v(.) to compute the expected value of tasks completed at any point in time. This function 

takes as its argument the Workflow Completion Probability Distribution for the time in question and returns 



the value provided to the military mission. We make no assumptions about this function other than it takes 

into account both hard and soft task completion deadlines. 

Every military mission typically has a completion point, and it is there that we roll-up the expected 

value of tasks successfully completed into Mission Effectiveness. If we denote the mission completion time 

by T, then the expected Mission Effectiveness, i|/, is simply: 

v = v(nr) (3) 

2.4 DETERMINING THE IMPACT OF A PERTURBATION 

Suppose we introduce a temporary perturbation to the nominal workflow within a BMC3 system at 

some time t. Perturbations can arise for a number of reasons, but the ones that concern us here are changes 

in the status of BMC3 resources (e.g., due to a cyber-attack) at the time in question. We can use Equations 

2 and 3 to relate a workflow perturbation to a change in expected Mission Effectiveness. Conceptually, the 

relationship is as follows: 

d%_ = dx}/(nT) mT    mt+2  mt+]   dtfnt,Rt] 
dRt mT   'mT_x dnt+l dl[Ut,Rt]     dRt 

or, collapsing terms: 

d$_ = dv(uT) mt+,   di\nt,Rt-\ 
dR, &I,+1   dX\nt,Rt]     8Rt 

{) 

Equation 5 expresses the following intuitive point: a change in mission effectiveness due to a 

temporary change in BMC3 Resource status (d\\i/dRt) is achieved through the combination of a near-term 

effect and a downstream effect. The near-term effect is the temporary change in task completion rates due to 

the temporary perturbation in Resource status, leading to a change in the Workflow Completion Probability 

Distribution achieved at the next time step. The near-term effect is captured in the last two terms in the 
(    <2TI,+i     dX\WuRt\ 

right-hand side of Equation 5-3 
afn,,*,]    dRt 

The downstream effect is the change in 
J 



mission effectiveness that results as a consequence of a change in the Workflow Completion Probability 

Distribution. This effect is captured in the first term in the right-hand side of Equation 5-3 

This latter term is known as the co-state [6]. It is the change in the expected Mission Effectiveness 

that will ultimately transpire if task Completion States are marginally perturbed from their nominal values at 

the time in question (t). The second right-hand side term in Equation 5 captures how a change in activity 

completion rates at one point in time changes task Completion States at the next point in time. The 

combination of this term and the co-state captures how a perturbation in activity completion ultimately leads 

to a change in Mission Effectiveness. 

The final right-hand side term in Equation 5 relates a perturbation in BMC3 resource status to 

activity completion rates. Intuitively, it relates throughput to system resources, and this is the relationship 

that is captured in workflow analysis models. 

2.5   CO-STATE VALUES, SLACK, AND CRITICAL PATHS 

The value of the co-state for a Completion State is intimately tied to the time required to complete a 

task, and the time available to complete a task. Suppose a task is in a Completion State at a point in time 

where the expected time required to complete the task is much less than the time available to complete the 

task. The task, in short, is not on a critical path. In this situation there is little consequence if the task were 

to be in a slightly more advanced Completion State or a slightly less advanced Completion State: the system 

has plenty of time to complete the processing of the task either way. The co-state for this Completion State, 

therefore, will be negligible, and possibly zero. 

Consider the other extreme: the task is in a Completion State where the expected time required to 

complete the task is much larger than the time available to complete the task. This may be a critical 

condition for the task, but from a workflow perspective the task is no longer on the critical path. Again, 

there is little consequence if the task were to be in a slightly more advanced Completion State or a slightly 



less advanced Completion State, although for different reasons than before: the system simply has no time 

to complete the processing of the task. As before, the co-state for this Completion State will be negligible. 

Finally, consider a condition midway between these two extremes: the task is in a Completion State 

where the expected time required to complete the task is comparable to the time available to complete the 

task. That task is on, or is approaching, a critical path. In this situation there is vast difference between 

being in a slightly more advanced Completion State or a slightly less advanced Completion State. The co- 

state will reflect this difference, and possibly be quite appreciable. 

In short, the value of the co-state for a Completion State reflects whether or not the Completion State 

is on a critical processing path. The co-state will be negligible if the Completion State is not on a critical 

path. The value of the co-state rises as the Completion State approaches the critical path, and peaks roughly 

at a point in time when the expected time required to complete the task from that Completion State is equal 

to the time available. 

10 



SECTION 3 
A MARKOV MODEL APPROXIMATION 

Suppose we simplify Equation 2 by assuming that tasks have identical completion rates and are 

largely de-coupled from each other. We replace Equation 2 with the following Markov model: 

Pi,t+l    =   KPi,t M. l       ® 

where Xt is a J-by-J matrix of completion state transition probabilities. These transition probabilities are a 

function of the status of the BMC3 resources at time t. For clarity we do not explicitly express Xt as a 

function of the BMC3 resources, but recognize the dependency implicitly. 

We also simplify Equation 3 to compute the Mission Effectiveness of work completed: 

V    =    iwi(Pi,l) ™ 

where Vr(.) is a function for determining the value of Completion States for task i at the mission deadline T. 

3.1   COMPUTING COST-TO-GO 

The concept of co-state presented in Section 2.3 is a powerful sensitivity metric, and we would like 

to use the Markov model to our advantage when computing this measure. We introduce here another 

important concept from optimal control just for this purpose: cost-to-go. Cost-to-go is the expected mission 

value that will be achieved if a task is in a specific state of completion at a specific time. 

If task i has achieved Completion State j by the mission deadline, then the cost-to-go, Cy* is simply 

V(CJ), where ej is the unit vector with 1 in the j* position. Let Q.T denote the cost-to-go vector for task i at 

time T: 

CUT = 

C',2,T 

V,(el) 

(8) 

ii 



We now work backwards in time and consider the time step just prior to T. Suppose task i is in 

Completion State j by T-l. Its cost-to-go from that state is determined by the following equation: 

Qj,r-1    =   ^T-\ Ci,T (9) 

where A.JT.i denotes the j* row of the state transition probability matrix A/r-i. The cost-to-go vector for task i 

at time T-l is determined by the following equation: 

Q,T-l    -    ^T-lQ,T 0°) 

The cost-to-go vector for task i at any arbitrary time, therefore, can be computed using the following 

recursive formula: 

Q,r    =    ^/Q,?+i (H) 

3.2   COMPUTING APPROXIMATE CO-STATES 

We can divide the Completion States that can be reached from a specific Completion State into two 

sets: those whose cost-to-go is at least as good as the cost-to-go from the Completion State in question, and 

those whose cost-to-go is not as good. We denote those sets for task i, in Completion State j at time t as 

Djjjt and Ujj>t, respectively. 

We seek a way to measure the change in the cost-to-go from a specific Completion State that will 

occur if the BMC3 system is slightly more successful arranging favorable state transitions from that state. 

This is similar to, but not quite the same as, co-state introduced earlier in Section 2.3, and we adopt the term 

approximate co-state for this measure. We first derive the approximate co-state for a Completion State that 

has a single desirable and a single undesirable Completion State, and then derive the expression for 

approximate co-state for the more general case. 

Let us suppose that a task in Completion State j at time t can reach one of only two Completion 

States in the next time period: k and m. Assume, with no loss in generality, that k is the desirable 

Completion State and m is the undesirable Completion State. Suppose the nominal transition probabilities 

12 



to those two states are a and (1 - a), respectively. The cost-to-go from Completion state j at time t, 

therefore, is: 

Q,j,t    =    <*Ci,k,t+l    +   (l-ot)QjWj/+1 (12) 

Suppose that the BMC3 system can increase by e the probability that the task will go to the desirable 

Completion State k. From inspection, the net change in the cost-to-go from state i is: 

AQj,/    =    eifi,k>t+l-Q/n,t+l) 03) 

leading to the following expression for the approximate co-state Tj j;t: 

hu   =   ^   =   lime-*o^   =   (Q,*/+i-Q,»,/+i)   (14) 

In general, a task may be able to reach a large number of Completion States from a specific 

Completion State. Extending Equation 14 to the general case is trivial: 

3.3   DETERMINING THE IMPACT OF INSTANTANEOUS DISRUPTIONS TO SPECIFIC BMC3 ACTIVITIES 

What is the impact of a short-lived incremental disruption to a specific BMC3 activity? Consider an 

activity (j) that works on tasks that are in specific Completion States. Those Completion States define the 

Potential Work List for that activity, and we denote this list by W^. A short-lived incremental disruption in 

activity <|> will lead to an incremental change in the completion status for the Completion States in W$. We 

already know how to evaluate the latter impact: this is simply the approximate co-state. The Instantaneous 

Disruption Impact on Mission Effectiveness (IDIME) for activity (j) at time t, therefore, is: 

IDIME+j    =   i   ZPijfrj, (16) 

The IDIME metric is the product of two components: the co-states for the Completion States in the 

Potential Work List, and the number of tasks that are in those Completion States. The IDIME profile for an 

13 



activity may peak at several times, due either to a large volume of tasks in the Work List, to a peak in co- 

states, or to a combination of these two factors. 

3.4   DETERMINING THE IMPACT OF PERSISTENT DISRUPTIONS TO SPECIFIC BMC3 ACTIVITIES 

What is the impact of a persistent disruption to a specific BMC3 activity? Let us suppose that the 

disruption begins at time t and ceases later at time x. The disruption will perturb the nominal Completion 

State transition probabilities within that interval. The Persistent Disruption Impact on Mission Effectiveness 

(PDIME) can be determined using the following formula: 

PDIME^r    =   i$At-PlrCitt) (17) 
z'=l 

where P'i>t and P'i;T are the transpose of Pijt and Pi>T, respectively. Pi;t, in turn, is computed by the following 

equation: 

pUx   = K.A-i-X^t        i=i, i    (18> 

where Xx_x, Ür_2,..., A, are the perturbed Completion State transition probability matrices that result from 

the disruption to activity <j). These perturbed matrices can be estimated for off-nominal conditions of interest 

using workflow analysis tools. 

14 



SECTION 4 
COMPUTATION RESULTS 

4.1 THE BMC3 WORKFLOW FOR A MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM 

We illustrate the sensitivity measures derived here for a Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) system. 

The objective of this system is to detect missiles and objects released from them; obtain accurate tracks on 

the objects; discriminate Re-entry Vehicles (RVs) from decoys and other objects; assign weapons to RVs; 

and provide guidance updates to weapons in-flight. Every object detected by the system corresponds to a 

'task' in the BMC3 workflow, but the key task that concerns us is 'RV prosecution.' Some tasks correspond 

to objects that are not RVs, and for them "task completion" occurs when the BMC3 system correctly 

identifies them, and launches no weapons against them. The remaining tasks in this workflow correspond to 

RVs, and for them task completion means the BMC3 successfully destroys the warhead before it strikes an 

important asset on the ground. Mission Effectiveness, therefore, is the number of RVs successfully 

destroyed before impact. 

The BMC3 system performs 11 primary activities: 

1. Detection determines which objects were seen by each sensor during the last 

sensor scan, and assigns the objects to battlespace sectors; 

2. Multi-Sensor Correlation correlates sensor reports and assembles sector tracks; 

3. Multi-Sector Data Fusion fuses sector tracks to assemble system tracks on 

objects; 

4. Discrimination classifies the lethality of tracked objects and determines whether 

the object is eligible for intercept; 

5. Battle Planning allocates weapon resources and selects the engagement strategy; 

6. Weapon Assignment assigns interceptors to targets placed in the queue awaiting 

assignment; 

7. IFTU Tasking directs communication elements to provide in-flight target updates 

(IFTUs) to interceptors in flight; 

8. Sensor Tasking directs sensors to provide tracking and discrimination support for 

IFTU generation; 

15 



9. Kill Observation Assignment directs sensors to observe anticipated intercept 

events; 

10. Sensor Kill Observation observes a completed interceptor/target engagement and 

reports impact phenomenology; and 

11. Kill Assessment determines whether a target has been engaged successfully, and 

returns to Weapon Assignment targets that have not been successfully engaged. 

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified depiction of the workflow processing for this BMC3 system. The 

circles correspond to activities, the arcs correspond to potential outcomes, and the flows along these arcs 

correspond to tasks. 

Object    , .          x 
Deploys*'   n°fort   ' v -—*  Declared Non-RV 

DiscrimA Declared 

inate   L   RV 

Incomplete 
Track \ x—^]      I Assign 

Incomplete        I Weapon 
Discrimination     7 V-_^X 

V Not J 
Assigned 

Intercept 
ln-progress 

Figure 1. The General Workflow Processing Sequence for the Example BMD System 

Workflow analysis identified 68 distinct Completion States for RV prosecution tasks. Most of the 

activities in this system can operate on several different Completion States, and most Completion States can 

be acted on concurrently by several activities. The distinction between Completion States lies in the set of 

activities that can operate on them. Some of these distinctions are slight, however, and several Completion 

States have nearly identical co-state profiles; we aggregate similar Completion States when we present co- 

state results. 
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A Monte-Carlo simulation of this BMD system was retrofitted to record the time when RV 

prosecution tasks entered and left these 68 Completion States. The simulation was run for 30 Monte-Carlo 

iterations for a nominal attack scenario, and the state transition probabilities were computed from these runs. 

In this attack scenario the ballistic missiles launch between 0 and 180 seconds, and the RVs impact their 

targets near-simultaneously at 1800 seconds. 

4.2   CO-STATE ANALYSIS 

We examine here co-state profiles for four aggregate Completion States: 

• Undetected: the object has been deployed, but the BMC3 system has not detected it. 
• Tracked in 3-D: the BMC3 system has a high-quality track against the object, but has not yet 

assigned weapons to the object; 
• Assigned to a Weapon: the BMC3 system has assigned weapons to the object, but none of the 

assigned weapons are currently in-flight; 
• Under Engagement: the BMC3 system has weapons in-flight against the object, but no intercepts 

have taken place. 

Figure 2 presents the co-state profiles for these four states. All profiles peak at different times, each 

peak corresponding roughly to the time in the battle when the time required to complete the engagement 

against an RV in that Completion State is comparable to the time remaining to engage the RV before it 

impacts. For example, it is absolutely essential that the system have an RV in stable 3-D track roughly 300- 

400 seconds before impact. Discrimination will require roughly 100-200 seconds thereafter, weapon target 

assignment will require roughly 10-20 seconds, and the interceptor will require roughly 100-200 seconds to 

fly out to the RV. The co-state for RVs in 3-D track, therefore, is largely negligible at the 1500-second 

mark (roughly 300 seconds before impact), and peaks at the 1200-second mark. 
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Figure 2. Co-state Profiles for Four Aggregate Completion States 

Figure 2 also illustrates another interesting behavior of the co-state: the decline following the peak 

is sharpest for more advanced completion states. Compare the profiles for the Undetected and Under 

Engagement Completion States. The co-state for the first is largely flat, with a modest peak early in the 

battle. The BMC3 system has several ways to 'recover' the engagement timeline for RVs that are detected 

after the peaking time; these include using lower lethality thresholds in the Discrimination activity and 

assigning the target to a weapon with a short time of flight. By contrast, the co-state for the Under 

Engagement Completion State peaks late in the battle, and declines very rapidly after the peak. Interceptors 

are flying as fast as they can to RVs in that Completion State, and the BMC3 system simply has no way to 

recover the engagement if the intercept does not occur before RVs reach their targets. 

We comment here in passing on the curious value of the Under Engagement co-state early in the 

battle. This is the penultimate Completion State, and the abnormally large value of the co-state early on is a 

boundary condition effect. The peak value is correct, however, and reflects the system's weapon-target 

assignment strategy. The system generally launches a salvo of 3 interceptors against each surviving RV as 



the battle draws to a close. Each interceptor has a kill probability of 0.8, and if we assume intercept events 

are independent, then the cumulative kill probability is 0.992. In short, the system can expect, on average, 

to obtain 99/100th5 of the RV value if it is able to complete the salvo engagement before the RV strikes its 

target. 

4.3   IDIME ANALYSIS 

Figure 3 presents IDIME profiles for three BMC3 activities: Detection, Weapon Assignment, and 

Kill Assessment. The IDIME profiles for Weapon Assignment and Kill Assessment have several peaks, and 

these identify distinct epochs in the battle. The IDIME profile for Weapon Assignment first peaks 

(modestly) roughly 300 seconds into the battle: this corresponds to the first time that a noticeable number of 

RVs are eligible for Weapon Assignment. This peak occurs early in the battle when co-state values for 

Completion States in the Potential Work List are small. The Kill Assessment activity has its first peak 

roughly 550-600 seconds into the battle; this corresponds to the time when intercepts from the first wave of 

weapon assignments have completed and are eligible for kill assessment. 

30 

- Detection 

• Engagement Planning 

■ Kill Assessment 

500 1000 1500 

Time Since First Detection (s) 

2000 

Figure 3. IDIME Profiles for Three BMC3 Activities 
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The next epoch occurs when Weapon Assignment makes a second round of weapon assignments, 

roughly 600 seconds into the battle. The IDIME profile for the Weapon Assignment activity peaks at that 

time, and the IDIME profile for the Kill Assessment follows suit with a peak roughly 300-400 seconds later 

when intercepts from those assignments have completed. There is a third peak in the IDIME profile for 

Weapon Assignment roughly 1000 seconds into the battle, corresponding to a small number of RVs that had 

escaped detection up to that point. 

The last epoch occurs when Weapon Assignment makes a final round of weapon assignments, 

roughly 1200-1500 seconds into the battle. There are actually very few RVs that can be engaged at this 

point, but the IDIME profile peaks because the co-state values are significant for Completion States in the 

Potential Work List. There is no further peak in the IDIME profile for the Kill Assessment activity in this 

final epoch, despite active engagements against RVs, simply because the system has no time remaining to 

re-engage RVs that survive engagements during this epoch; Kill Assessment has no effect during this epoch. 

4.4    PDIME ANALYSIS 

Here we evaluate how well the PDIME metric presented in Section 3.4 predicts the actual impact of 

a persistent disruption to a specific BMC3 activity. The activity of interest is Discrimination, and the 

disruption simulated retards that activity's processing rate throughout the entire missile attack. We 

simulated different disruption conditions by retarding this activity's processing rate parametrically; 30 

Monte-Carlo iterations were run for each disruption condition. The cost-to-go and approximate co-state 

metrics were computed for the nominal condition, and perturbed state transition probability matrices were 

computed for each of the disruption conditions. The PDIME metric was then computed for each disruption 

condition, per Equations 17 and 18, and compared to the actual average Mission Effectiveness computed for 

each condition. 

We computed the perturbed state transition probability matrices using two different approaches. The 
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first approach computed the matrices using the full state transition statistics collected for each condition. 

These 'fully perturbed' matrices capture all impacts on task completion rates that arise when a single 

activity is disrupted. These impacts can include changes the BMC3 system makes to workflow processing 

elsewhere in order to compensate for the disrupted activity. The second approach used hybrid matrices 

starting with the transition matrices for the nominal condition, and replacing the columns corresponding to 

Completion States in the Discrimination Potential Work List with the new transition probabilities computed 

for each off-nominal condition. These hybrid matrices presume that the impact on task completion rates is 

confined only to Completion States in the Potential Work List for the disrupted function; they ignore 

compensating actions the BMC3 system might take to respond to the disruption. 

Figures 4 and 5 compare the mission impacts predicted using the PDIME metric with the actual 

mission impacts using fully-perturbed and hybrid state transition probability matrices, respectively. The 

extremely close agreement in Figure 4 between the predicted and actual mission impacts indicates that the 

co-state and PDIME metrics accurately characterize the impact of a disruption to BMC3 workflow 

processing. 

The agreement between predicted and actual mission impacts is not as good, however, when we use 

hybrid matrices (Figure 5). The predicted Mission Effectiveness consistently underestimates the actual 

effectiveness in the off-nominal conditions. This happens because the hybrid matrices ignore compensating 

actions that the BMC3 system can take to respond to a disruption. In this missile defense system, the BMC3 

can compensate for delays in completing Discrimination by short-circuiting downstream workflow 

activities. Nevertheless, the PDIME metric correctly predicts the trend in the impact on Mission 

Effectiveness, and the prediction is good in the neighborhood of the nominal condition. 
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Figure 4. The Agreement Between Actual and Predicted Mission Effectiveness Using Fully-Perturbed State Transition 
Probability Matrices to Compute PDIME 
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Figure 5. The Agreement Between Actual and Predicted Mission Effectiveness Using Hybrid State Transition 
Probability Matrices to Compute PDIME 
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SECTION 5 
CLOSING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK 

Measures to safeguard or respond to a cyber attack against a BMC3 system will invariably disrupt 

the processing flow within that system. We would like to predict the impacts of those disruptions 

beforehand and select information assurance measures that minimize the disruptions, especially to key 

BMC3 functions. 

In our feasibility study for EBCOTE, we developed an analysis method based on perturbation 

analysis. The method approximates the nominal BMC3 workflow processing using a Markov model, and 

computes important sensitivity metrics from Optimal Control Theory, most notably cost-to-go, and co-state. 

The key parameters required by this analysis method are Completion State transition probabilities, and these 

can be computed using data that is regularly collected by advanced workflow management systems. 

The logical step from here is to demonstrate the analysis method in a real-time BMC3 system. We 

have such a system in mind: a prototype center for prosecuting time-critical targets (TCTs). This prototype, 

the Software Integration Facility for TCTs (SWIFT), is a laboratory established by the Air Force Electronic 

Systems Center at Hanscom Air Force Base in Massachusetts. The laboratory is the staging ground for 

integrating new mission applications into existing Air Force tactical BMC3 systems. The laboratory also 

assembles prototype systems for Joint and Coalition exercises. Our objective would be to install a workflow 

management system in the SWIFT to collect workflow completion statistics for TCT prosecution missions, 

and demonstrate the perturbation analysis presented here. 
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